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About the book
The experience of being a Muslim in Scotland today is shaped by the global and national post-9/11 shift in public attitudes towards Muslims, and is infused by the particular social, cultural and political Scottish ways of dealing with minorities, diversity and integration. This book explores the settlement and development of Muslim communities in Scotland, highlighting the ongoing changes in their structure and the move towards a Scottish experience of being Muslim. This experience combines a sense of civic and social belonging to Scotland with a strong religious and ideological commitment to Islam.

• The first book-length, scholarly investigation of Muslims in Scotland
• Identifies that experiences of Scottish Muslims are different from the experiences of English Muslims
• Argues that Scotland represents a peculiar sociopolitical environment and a particularly successful case of Muslim integration

Advance Praise
‘This is an important, fresh and pioneering study of the Muslim community in Scotland. It should be required reading for policy makers and academics as well as all those interested in the changing social shape of Scotland today.’
- Professor Sir Tom Devine, University of Edinburgh

‘Muslims in Scotland highlights the distinctive features of both Scottish identity and Scotland’s Muslim communities, demonstrating the relatively benign relationship between the two, in contrast to the situation in some other parts of the UK and Europe.’
- Professor Hugh Goddard, University of Edinburgh

‘This up-to-date analysis rests on a historical and demographic foundation. Its account of the Muslims of Scotland and their experiences, often so different from the rest of the UK, is a welcome addition to the literature on Muslims in Europe.’
- Professor Jørgen S. Nielsen, University of Birmingham

See overleaf for a list of Stefano Bonino’s recent opinion pieces
Stefano Bonino is an Italian-born British academic, Lecturer in the Department of Social Sciences at Northumbria University and Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. He previously held a postdoctoral position at the University of Durham and was educated at the Universities of Edinburgh and Turin. He has published academic articles on various aspects of Muslim life in Great Britain in *Political Studies Review* (2016 – forthcoming), *Contemporary Islam* (2016), *Scottish Affairs* (2015), *Patterns of Prejudice* (2015) and *Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs* (2012 and 2013).

**Stefano Bonino’s recent media articles include:**

- Influence of young Scots will change the face of Islam, *The Herald* (2016)
- La geopolítica del yihadismo sirio [The geopolitics of jihadism in Syria], *La Razón* (2016)
- La capital yihadista de Europa [The jihadist capital of Europe], *La Razón* (2016)
- Siria en su laberinto [The Syrian labyrinth], *La Razón* (2016)
- What price, free speech?, *The Northern Correspondent* (2016)

**His research has also been quoted in:**

- ‘The perils of ‘flying while Muslim’, *The Guardian* (August 2016)
- ‘Pourquoi l’EI fait chou blanc auprès des musulmans écossais’ ['Why the Islamic State struggles to attract Scottish Muslims'], *Le Vif* (May 2016)
- ‘Waarom IS bot vangt bij Schotse moslims’ ['Why the Islamic State struggles to attract Scottish Muslims'], *Knack* (May 2016)
- ‘Radical Islamism flops in Scotland’, *War is Boring* (April 2016)
- ‘Counter-terror plan risks radicalising Muslim youth’, *Sunday Herald* (December 2015)
- ‘Jóvenes occidentales y el terrorismo yihadista’ ['Young Westerners and jihadi terrorism'], *Excélsior* (December 2015)
- ‘Scots Muslims feel targets of airport checks’, *The Herald* (August 2015)
- ‘Avrupalı müslümanların IŞİD ile imtihanı’ ['European Muslims and ISIS'], *Aksiyon* (July 2015)
- ‘¿Cómo llega un joven occidental a convertirse en yihadista?’ ['How does a young Westerner become a jihadi?'], *BBC Mundo* (August 2014)

Stefano Bonino is available for comment and interview. Review copies will be available from mid-September.
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